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Differential diagnosis of prostate cancer and
noncancerous tissue in the peripheral zone and
central gland using the quantitative parameters
of DCE-MRI
A meta-analysis
Peng Gao, MSa, Changzheng Shi, MDa, Lianping Zhao, MSa,b, Quan Zhou, MDa, Liangping Luo, MDa,∗

Abstract
Background: The objective of this meta-analysis was to evaluate the clinical usefulness of Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values in the
differential diagnosis of prostate cancer (PCa) and noncancerous tissue in the peripheral zone (PZ) and central gland (CG).

Methods: A search was conducted of the PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, China National Knowledge
Infrastructure, and Wanfang databases from January 2000 to October 2015 using the search terms “prostate cancer,” “ dynamic
contrast-enhanced (DCE),” “magnetic resonance imaging,” “Ktrans,” “Kep,” and “Ve.”Studies were selected and included according to
strict eligibility criteria. Standardized mean differences (SMDs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were used to compare Ktrans, Kep,
and Ve values between PCa and noncancerous tissue.

Results: Fourteen studies representing 484 patients highly suspicious for prostate adenocarcinoma were selected for the meta-
analysis. We found that Ktrans values measured by dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) were
significantly higher in PCa tissue than in noncancerous tissue in the PZ (SMD 1.57, 95%CI 0.98–2.16; z= 5.21, P<0.00001) and CG
(SMD 1.19, 95% CI 0.46–1.91; z = 3.21, P=0.001).Kep values measured by DCE-MRI were significantly higher in PCa than in
noncancerous tissue in the PZ (SMD 1.41, 95% CI 0.92–1.91; z = 5.59, P < 0.00001) and CG (SMD 1.57, 95% CI 0.69–2.46; z =
3.49, P=0.0005).Ve values generated by DCE-MRI were slightly higher in PCa than in noncancerous tissue in the PZ (SMD 0.72,
95% CI 0.17–1.27; z = 2.58, P=0.010), but sensitivity analysis found that the Ve value was unstable for differentiation between PCa
and noncancerous PZ tissue. However, there was no significant difference in the Ve value between PCa and noncancerous CG tissue
(SMD �0.29, 95% CI �1.18, 0.59; z = 0.65, P=0.51).

Conclusion: Our meta-analysis shows that Ktrans and Kep were the most reliable parameters for differentiating PCa from
noncancerous tissue and were critical for evaluation of the internal structure of cancer. The Ve value was not helpful for distinguishing
PCa from noncancerous CG tissue; its ability to distinguish between PCa and noncancerous PZ tissue remains uncertain.

Abbreviations: BPH = benign prostatic hyperplasia, CG = central gland, CI = confidence interval, DCE-MRI = dynamic contrast-
enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, Kep = reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and plasma, Ktrans = forward
volume transfer constant, PCa = prostate cancer, PZ = peripheral zone, QUADAS = quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy
studies, SD = standard deviation, SMD = standardized mean difference, TRUS-Bx = transrectal ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy,
Ve = the fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of tissue.
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1. Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in
men aside from skin cancer, and is a major public health issue
worldwide.[1] Early detection and localization of PCa permits
appropriate and timely management, which can allow clinicians
to treat the cancer effectively, and prognostic factors can help
clinicians to make appropriate decisions concerning treatment of
individual patients.[2] Because PCa is often accompanied by
inflammation, bleeding, calcification, and other features, the
signals between cancerous and noncancerous tissue can bemixed,
which makes diagnosis of PCa difficult. The signal intensity of a
tumor nodule in the central gland (CG) is similar to that of a
hyperplastic nodule, and malignant cancers localized in the
prostate CG are often missed on conventional magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).[3,4]

This shortcoming has led to new techniques, such as multi-
parametric MRI, which can be performed concurrently with
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spatial, anatomic, and functional techniques to improve
detection and assessment of PCa. Currently, multiparametric
assessment of PCa, which consists of T1-weighted and
T2-weighted imaging, diffusion-weighted imaging, dynamic
contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI), and magnetic resonance
spectroscopy imaging, is the most widely approved tool for
diagnosis of PCa according to the international PI-RADS
version 2 guidelines.[5] DCE-MRI has become an important
component of the multiparametric strategy and is emerging as
a useful clinical technique for the evaluation of the severity,
location, and extent of primary and recurrent PCa.[6] Therefore,
as a new MRI technology, it is particularly important to
evaluate the diagnostic value of quantitative parameters
generated by DCE-MRI in PCa. DCE-MRI uses compartmental
pharmacokinetic models of tracer kinetics to describe the
microscopic processes that distribute molecules of contrast
agent between the vascular and extravascular spaces.[7] Ktrans

(forward volume transfer constant) represents the transfer
volume of the contrast agent migrating from the blood into the
tissue space per unit time; the size of the tissue space depends on
blood flow, capillary permeability, and surface area. Kep

(reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and
plasma) represents the volume of contrast agent migrating from
the tissue space into the blood vessels per unit time. Ve

(fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of
tissue) represents the volume of extravascular and extracellular
tissue space per unit volume. Angiogenesis plays a vital role in
the growth, progression, and metastasis of PCa.[8,9] If the rate
of angiogenesis is too rapid, the gaps between the endothelial
cells increase, as does the permeability of these cells. DCE-MRI
has been demonstrated to provide information about micro-
vascularity and angiogenesis, which increase the permeability of
vessels in PCa tissue, and is considered useful for predicting
clinical and pathologic staging, the response to treatment, and
the prognosis of cancer.[10–12]

Histopathologic examination of biopsy tissue remains the
gold standard for diagnosis of PCa despite its inherent
limitations. Malignancies are easily overlooked because of
their multifocal and heterogeneous nature, and the high
false-negative rate of transrectal ultrasound-guided prostate
biopsy (TRUS-Bx) is considered unacceptable.[13] TRUS-Bx
is an invasive diagnostic method that can cause hematuria,
urinary tract or rectal bleeding, infection, and even septicemia
and needle metastasis of PCa. Therefore, DCE-MRI, which is
a noninvasive method with high accuracy, is required to
diagnose PCa.
At present, the main disagreements have focused on the use

of Ktrans and Kep values in the differential diagnosis of PCa and
noncancerous CG tissue and whether the Ve value has any
clinical diagnostic benefit. Most authors believe that Ktrans and
Kep values are higher in PCa than in noncancerous peripheral
zone (PZ) tissue, while there is an overlap of values between
PCa and noncancerous CG tissue.[14,15] A few studies suggest
that the Ve value is higher in PCa than in noncancerous
PZ tissue.[14,16,17] However, most studies have reported that
the Ve value in PCa and noncancerous tissue is not statistically
significant. Currently, there are very few systematic reviews
of relevant studies. This paper summarizes, evaluates, and
analyzes the relevant data in the literature using meta-analysis,
and investigates the clinical usefulness of Ktrans, Kep, and Ve

values in the differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous
tissue using evidence-based guidelines to draw a more
objective conclusion.
2

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Literature search and screening

A comprehensive search of the literature published between
January 2000 and October 2015 was undertaken using the
PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, China
National Knowledge Infrastructure, and Wanfang databases.
The literature searchwas limited to studies published in the English
or Chinese language. The followingmedical subject heading terms
and keywords were used in the search: “prostate cancer,” “DCE,”
“magnetic resonance imaging,” “Ktrans,” “Kep,” and “Ve.” The
diagnosis was confirmed by pathologic examination and the
statistics for noncancerous PZ and CG tissue. The species was
defined as “human.”We restricted our search to articles published
in the English or Chinese language, but did not limit our search to
publications from specific countries. The inclusion criteria were
broad, and included studies with a retrospective or prospective
design. Review articles, abstracts, letters, comments, guidelines,
case reports, and republished articleswere excluded.All the studies
identified to be of interest were retrieved, and their references were
scrutinized along with other relevant publications in an effort to
find further eligible studies.
2.2. Selection of studies

The inclusion criteria were as follows: clinical case-control study
using the quantitative parameters of DCE-MRI for differential
diagnosis of PCa; sufficient study data available for mean and
standard deviation (SD) values in noncancerous tissue and PCa; all
study patients had histopathologic results (biopsy or radical
prostatectomy) as the reference standard; the study included at
least 15 lesions; and 1.5T and 3.0TMRIwere used.Only themost
recent and complete report was extracted if on careful reexamina-
tion the same study was found to be published more than once.
The exclusion criteria were as follows: study not related to the

researchquestion; incomplete data; publication in a language other
thanChinese or English; duplicate publication; study performed in
vitro or in an animal model; and publication in the form of a
review, abstract, letter, comment, guideline, or case report.
2.3. Data extraction and quality assessment

Two radiologists with 5 years of experience in MRI of the
prostate each reviewed all of the included publications to extract
information for the meta-analysis. The following descriptive
informationwas collected: first author, publication date, country,
ethnicity, language, patient age, study design, reference standard,
type of MRI machine used, mean and SD, case number, and
number of lesions. We used the revised Quality Assessment of
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2)[18] checklist to assess
the study quality in terms of the risk of bias and applicability of
the included studies. Each study was judged as “Yes (low risk of
bias),” “No (high risk of bias),” or “Unclear.” The quality of
each paper was evaluated by 2 researchers independently. Any
discrepancies were resolved by discussion or, if agreement could
not be reached, by arbitration on the part of a third reviewer.
2.4. Statistical analysis

All the meta-analyses were performed using ReviewManager 5.3
(Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, UK) and STATA 12.0
(StataCorp LP, College Station, TX), with a significance level
set to P<0.05. To calculate the effect size for each study, the
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summary standard mean difference (SMD) and 95% confidence
interval (CI) were used to compare the Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values
obtained by DCE-MRI for PCa with those for noncancerous
tissue. Pooled standardized mean differences and corresponding
95% CIs were calculated using the inverse variance method. The
Q statistic of the x2 test and the inconsistency index (I2) were used
to assess the heterogeneity of the included studies.[19] Forest plots
were drawn to show comparisons of the odds ratio and 95% CI
between the study groups. A significance level of P <0.05 in
combination with an I2 > 50% indicates significant heterogene-
ity. If marked heterogeneity was observed, the diagnostic
performance was summarized using a random-effects model.[20]

A fixed-effects model was used when significant heterogeneity
was not observed.
When significant heterogeneity was observed, subgroup

analyses were used to identify factors that contributed to the
heterogeneity and to explore how those factors influenced the
diagnostic results. In a subgroup analysis, the studies were
stratified according to ethnicity (Asian or White), type of MRI
machine used (General Electric, Siemens, Philips), and magnetic
field strength (1.5 T or 3.0 T). In addition, a sensitivity analysis
was performed to ensure the reliability of the included studies.
Egger linear regression test and Begg rank correlation were used
to test for publication bias.
3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of eligible studies

Figure 1 is a flow chart of the published studies and the main
exclusion criteria applied in this meta-analysis. We initially
Figure 1. Flow chart shows the study selection procedure
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retrieved 324 studies (72 in Chinese, 252 in English) by
searching the electronic databases and manual searching. After
evaluation, 14 articles (11 in English, 3 in Chinese) representing
484 enrolled patients in whom there was a high clinical
suspicion for PCa were included in the meta-analysis.[14–17,21–30]

After reviewing the remaining 55 studies, full-text articles
were excluded for the following reasons: publication as
letters, reviews, meta-analyses, or animal experiments, or
containing data irrelevant to the research topic (n=31); inclusion
of incomplete or inaccurate data (n=5); postoperative
evaluation of radiotherapy and castration (n=2); comparison
between different types of postprocessing software (n=2);
and publication in the French language (n=1). We contacted
the authors of the papers to obtain information about
studies with incomplete or inaccurate data, and then excluded
articles for which additional information could not be obtained.
The final 14 studies evaluated Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values obtained
by DCE-MRI for differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous
tissue in Asian (n=7) and White (n=7) study populations.
Figures 2 and 3 show graphic depictions of the QUADAS-2
results for the proportion of studies with low, high, or unclear
risk of bias.
The final 14 studies were performed in China (n=6), Canada
(n=4), the USA (n=1), England (n=1), Korea (n=1), or The
Netherlands (n=1). The types of MRI machine used were
Siemens, General Electric, and Philips, and all studies provided
data suitable for meta-analysis. For studies[23,25] that presented
continuous data as the median and range, the mean and SD were
calculated using the method described byHozo et al.[31] Themain
study and patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
Methodologic and imaging protocol characteristics regarding the
. Fourteen studies were included in this meta-analysis.
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Figure 2. Graph showing the risk of bias and applicability concerns: review of authors’ judgements about each domain, presented as percentages across included
studies.
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diagnostic testing are shown in Table 2. The quantitative
parameters of DCE-MRI are presented for each subset in Table 3.
3.2. Pooled outcomes of meta-analysis

There was a suggestion of heterogeneity in the studies as follows:
the Ktrans value in different tissues (carcinoma tissue vs
noncancerous PZ tissue, P < 0.00001, I2 = 94%; carcinoma
tissue vs noncancerous CG tissue, P < 0.00001, I2 = 92%); the
Kep value in different tissues (carcinoma tissue vs noncancerous
PZ tissue, P < 0.00001, I2 = 87%; carcinoma tissue vs
noncancerous CG tissue, P <0.00001, I2 = 92%); and the Ve

value in carcinoma tissue versus noncancerous PZ tissue, P <
0.00001, I2 = 92%; carcinoma tissue versus noncancerous CG
tissue, P < 0.00001, I2 = 95%. Thus, the random-effects model
was applied in this meta-analysis.
Figure 3. Chart summarizing the risk of bias and applicability concerns: review
of authors’ judgements about each domain for each included study. �, high
concern; ?, unclear concern; +, low concern.

4

Pooled data from the studies demonstrated that the K value
from DCE-MRI was significantly higher in PCa than in
noncancerous PZ and CG tissue (carcinoma tissue vs noncancer-
ous PZ tissue: SMD 1.57; 95% CI 0.98–2.16; z = 5.21, P <
0.00001; carcinoma tissue vs noncancerous CG tissue: SMD
1.19; 95% CI 0.46–1.91; z = 3.21, P=0.001; Figs. 4 and 5). The
Kep value from DCE-MRI was markedly higher in PCa than in
noncancerous PZ and CG tissue, indicating a significant
difference between the 2 groups (carcinoma tissue vs noncancer-
ous PZ tissue: SMD 1.41; 95% CI 0.92–1.91; z = 5.59, P
<0.00001; carcinoma tissue vs noncancerous CG tissue: SMD
1.57; 95%CI 0.69–2.46; z= 3.49, P=0.0005; Figs. 4 and 5). The
Ve value from DCE-MRI was slightly higher in PCa than in
noncancerous PZ tissue, and the difference between the 2 groups
was statistically significant (SMD 0.72; 95% CI 0.17–1.27; z =
2.58, P=0.010; Fig. 4). However, there was no significant
difference in the Ve value between PCa and noncancerous CG
tissue (SMD �0.29; 95% CI �1.18, 0.59; z = 0.65, P=0.51;
Fig. 5).

3.3. Pooled outcomes of subgroup analyses

A subgroup analysis of Ktrans and Kep values according to
ethnicity found no statistically significant differences between
PCa and noncancerous CG tissue in Whites (Ktrans, P=0.19;Kep,
P=0.80). Subgroup analysis according to type of MRI machine
used showed no significant differences between PCa and
noncancerous CG tissue for the Siemens machine (Ktrans, P=
0.37;Kep, P=0.28). Subgroup analysis based on magnetic field
strength revealed no statistically significant differences between
PCa and noncancerous CG tissue when 1.5 T was used (Ktrans,
P=0.19;Kep, P=0.26). The other subgroup analyses all yielded
statistically significant differences between PCa and noncancer-
ous PZ tissue (Table 4).
A subgroup analysis according to ethnicity found that the Ve

value was remarkably higher in PCa tissue than in noncancerous
PZ tissue in Asians (P=0.001); in Whites, the Ve value tissue was
slightly lower in PCa than in noncancerous CG tissue (P=0.02).
Subgroup analysis based on magnetic field strength revealed a
slightly higher Ve value in PCa tissue than in noncancerous PZ
tissue when 3.0 T MRI was used (P=0.03). There were no
statistically significant differences between PCa tissue and
noncancerous PZ tissue in the remaining subgroups (Table 4).
3.4. Sensitivity analysis and publication bias

The results of the sensitivity analysis revealed no change in the
significance of any of the outcomes except for Ve values in PCa
and noncancerous PZ tissue; when ruling out any 2 of the 4
studies, the significance of the Ve value in differential diagnosis



Table 1

Study and patient characteristics of included studies.

Study Time Age (y) Country Ethnicity Machine type Field Sample size PSA (ng/mL)

Padhani et al[14] 2000 Median, 67; 51–80 England Whites Siemens 1.5 T 48 Median, 13.5; 2–90
van Dorsten et al[15] 2004 Median, 62; 49–68 The Netherlands Whites Siemens 1.5 T 23 Median, 7; 5–170
Kozlowski et al[21] 2006 Mean, 60.3; 48–71 Canada Whites GE 1.5 T 14 Mean, 9.4; 4.3–46
Ocak et al[22] 2007 Mean, 61; 53–77 United States Whites Philips 3.0 T 50 Median, 15; 0.6–270
Langer et al[23] 2009 Median, 63; 44–72 Canada Whites GE 1.5 T 25 Median, 5.00; 2.27–27.1
Kozlowski et al[24] 2010 Mean, 61.7; 38–72 Canada Whites GE 3.0 T 25 Mean, 8.5; 0.94–15
Langer et al[25] 2010 Median, 63; 44–72 Canada Whites GE 1.5 T 24 Median, 4.55; 1.38–27.1
Li et al[16] 2011 Mean, 65; 42–80 China Asians Philips 3.0 T 38 Median, 16.534; 4.360–316.606
Chen et al[26] 2012 Mean, 61; median, 59; 55–71 Taiwan, China Asians GE 1.5 T 43 NP
Cai et al[17] 2014 Median, 74; 49–86 China Asians GE 3.0 T 43 Median, 22.9; 5.67–5000
Li et al[27] 2014 Mean, 66; 42–82 China Asians Philips 3.0 T 33 Median, 8.7 ; 4.2–50.9
Liu et al[28] 2014 Mean, 67; 49–83 China Asians Siemens 3.0 T 40 Median, 68 ; 5.1–153.0
Cho et al[29] 2015 Mean, 64.11; 31–82 Korea Asians Siemens 3.0 T 35 Mean, 13.65; 0.93–100
Xu et al[30] 2015 Mean, 68; 47–84 China Asians GE 3.0 T 43 Range: 4.9–100

GE=General Electric, NP=data unavailable, PSA=prostate-specific antigen (ng/mL).

Table 2

Methodologic and imaging protocol characteristics regarding the diagnostic testing.

Study Design
Acquisition
sequence Flow rate/dose Contrast injection

Postprocessing
software TR/TE (ms) Reference standard

Padhani et al[14] Prospective FSPGR- FLASH
or Turbo-
FLASH

NP; 0.1 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) Ultrasparc 2, Sun
Microsystems,
Mountain View,
California

35/5; 11.7/
4.4

Biopsy; and;
Transurethral
resection of the
prostate

van Dorsten et al[15] Prospective FLASH 2.5 mL/s; 15 mL Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) Image J, National
Institutes of Health,
Scion Corporation,
Frederick, MD

50/4.4 Biopsy; and; Radical
prostatectomy

Kozlowski et al[21] Prospective Multislice FSPGR NP; 0.1 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA (Omniscan) Matlab (The Math Works
Inc, Natick, MA).

18.5/3 Biopsy; and; Radical
prostatectomy

Ocak et al[22] Prospective 3D FFE 3 mL/s; 0.1 mmol/
kg

Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) PRIDE software, Philips
Medical Systems

5.5/2.1 Biopsy

Langer et al[23] Prospective Multislice,
Multiflip
FSPGR

4 mL/s; 20 mL Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) Matlab7.0, The Math
Works, Natick, MA

4.3/1.9;
8.5/4.2

Biopsy; and; Radical
prostatectomy

Kozlowski et al[24] Prospective FSPGR NP; 0.1 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) Matlab (Math Works,
Natick, MA) and Igor
Pro (WaveMetrics,
Portland, OR)

3.4/1.06 Biopsy

Langer et al[25] Prospective;
and;
Retrospective

Multiple-flip-
angle FSPGR

4 mL/s; 20 mL Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) Matlab 7.0 (The
Mathworks, Natick,
Mass)

4.3/1.9 Biopsy; and; Radical
prostatectomy

Li et al[16] Prospective FFE 3 mL/s; 0.1–0.2
mmol/kg

Gd-DTPA Permeability software
(Philips healthcare)

5.50/1.92 Biopsy

Chen et al[26] Retrospective FSPGR 4 mL/s; 0.1 mmol/
kg

Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) NP 15/1.5 Biopsy

Cai et al[17] Prospective 3D FSPGR 3 mL/s; 0.1 mmol/
kg

Gd-DTPA (Omniscan) Matlab2009 (Math
Works, Natick, MA)

4/1.9 Biopsy

Li et al [27] Retrospective FFE 3 mL/s; 0.1 mmol/
kg

Gd-DTPA IDL 6.3 (ITT Visual
Information Solutions,
Boulder, CO)

5.5/1.92 Biopsy

Liu et al[28] Retrospective FFE 2 mL/s; 0.2 mmol/
kg

Gd-DTPA Jim image analysis
software

5.50/1.92 Biopsy; or; Radical
prostatectomy

Cho et al[29] Retrospective 3D FFE 1.5 mL/s; 0.1
mmol/kg;

Gd-DTPA Tissue 4D software
(Siemens AG,
Erlangen)

6.44/2.20 Biopsy

Xu et al[30] Retrospective LAVA-FLEX 2 mL/s; 15 mL Gd-DTPA (Omniscan) Omni Kinetics (GE
Medical Systems)

4.272/2.06 Biopsy; or; Radical
prostatectomy

3D= three-dimensional, FFE= fast-field echo sequence, FLASH= fast low angle shot, FSPGR= fast spoiled gradient echo images, Gd-DTPA=gadopentetate dimeglumine, NP=data unavailable.
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Table 3

The quantitative parameters of DCE-MRI of the included studies.

Study Cancerous tissue Noncancerous tissue

No Ktrans Kep Ve Zone No Ktrans Kep Ve
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Padhani et al[14] 43 1.100 1.024 NP 0.490 0.114 CG 29 1.080 1.052 NP 0.510 0.145
PZ 32 0.220 0.194 0.260 0.125

van Dorsten et al[15] 23 0.590 0.310 1.480 0.830 NP CG 23 0.740 0.460 1.420 0.730 NP
PZ 23 0.340 0.170 0.890 0.590

Kozlowski et al[21] 24 1.263 0.554 NP 0.326 0.131 CG 15 0.596 0.288 NP 0.443 0.084
PZ 24 0.598 0.560 0.382 0.148

Ocak et al[22] 50 0.470 0.570 1.400 0.990 0.330 0.200 PZ 50 0.230 0.250 0.800 0.620 0.300 0.180
Langer et al[23] 38 0.298 1.696 NP 0.283 0.520 PZ 25 0.253 0.820 NP 0.290 0.460
Kozlowski et al[24] 19 0.180 0.060 NP 0.200 0.05 CG 40 0.110 0.040 NP 0.290 0.110

PZ 133 0.060 0.030 0.240 0.130
Langer et al[25] 21 0.360 1.230 NP 0.320 0.319 PZ 42 0.290 1.250 NP 0.310 0.433
Li et al[16] 18 0.350 0.260 1.420 0.530 0.185 0.080 CG 34 0.190 0.060 0.940 0.250 0.161 0.062

PZ 33 0.070 0.050 0.500 0.180 0.040 0.024
Chen et al[26] 41 0.570 0.180 2.390 1.220 0.310 0.030 CG 41 0.350 0.090 1.050 0.340 0.360 0.010

PZ 41 0.230 0.110 0.960 0.450 0.260 0.020
Cai et al[17] 43 0.093 0.031 0.181 0.037 0.506 0.162 PZ 36 0.046 0.021 0.139 0.046 0.330 0.101
Li et al[27] 62 0.320 0.230 1.440 0.770 NP PZ 136 0.090 0.070 0.720 0.530 NP
Liu et al[28] 39 0.620 0.100 1.450 0.250 0.440 0.120 CG 48 0.320 0.090 0.950 0.260 0.340 0.740

PZ 43 0.210 0.060 0.760 0.210 0.290 0.650
Cho et al[29] 24 0.379 0.343 1.642 1.941 0.265 0.139 PZ 22 0.089 0.043 0.565 0.290 0.198 0.118
Xu et al[30] 38 0.312 0.085 0.818 0.098 0.379 0.031 CG 33 0.213 0.046 0.537 0.076 0.324 0.034

CG= central gland, Kep= reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and plasma, Ktrans= forward volume transfer constant, No=number of lesion, NP=data unavailable, PZ=peripheral zone,
SD= standard deviation, Ve= the fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of tissue, Zone= anatomical zone.
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between PCa and noncancerous PZ tissue changed, indicated that
the results of the study were unstable.[14,16,17,26] There was no
statistically significant difference in the Ve value between PCa
and noncancerous PZ tissue (SMD 0.05; 95% CI �0.18, 0.27;
z = 0.41, P=0.68) after the 4 homogeneous studies[14,16,17,26]

were excluded, and was not notably heterogeneous (P = 0.19,
I2 = 31%).
Figure 6 shows a funnel plot of the studies that reported

perioperative complication rates, which were included in this
meta-analysis. All studies are essentially in the upper part of the
inverted funnel and show a roughly symmetrical distribution,
with an even distribution around the vertical (Fig. 6). The Begg
and Egger tests revealed no evidence of publication bias (Table 5).

4. Discussion

In this study, we explored the ability of the quantitative
parameters of DCE-MRI to differentiate PCa from noncancerous
tissues. The results of the present meta-analysis show statistically
significant differences in Ktrans and Kep values between PCa and
noncancerous tissues. The Ve value was not significantly different
between PCa and noncancerous CG tissue, but was significantly
different between PCa and noncancerous PZ tissue; however,
the results were considered unstable after sensitivity analysis.
Therefore, the ability of Ve to distinguish between PCa and
noncancerous PZ tissue remains uncertain.
In the subgroup analysis, Ktrans and Kep were found to be

valuable for differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous PZ
tissue. However, it was interesting that these 2 parameters
showed consistent results in the subgroup analyses (i.e., there
were no significant differences with regard toWhite ethnicity, use
of 1.5 TMRI machines, or the Siemens subgroup) for differential
diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous CG tissue (Table 4). On
stratification by ethnicity, Ktrans and Kep values were significant
6

for Asians but not forWhites, which may be related to differences
in environment, genetic background, and/or research methods.
Subgroup analysis based on type of MRI machine suggested that
Ktrans and Kep values were significant for the General Electric and
Philips machines but not for the Siemens machine, which
correlates with the different parameters and technical character-
istics of the different types of MRI machine. In other meta-
analyses, differences have been found according to ethnicity and
type of MRI machine used.[32] The differentiation ability of Ktrans

and Kep was significant for 3.0 T but not for 1.5 T when the
effects of these 2 magnetic field strengths were compared in this
meta-analysis.
The subgroup analyses showed that ethnicity, type of MRI

machine used, and magnetic field strength were not factors
leading to heterogeneity. The studies that included Whites were
most often carried out in the early days of MRI when 1.5 T
magnetic resonance strengths were popular and the research
methods and postprocessing software were not mature. In
addition, there are certain differences in the research methods
used by Eastern and Western researchers. As a result, the
outcome is unstable. Theoretically, 3.0 T MRI could have
significant diagnostic advantages over imaging using MRI with a
lower field strength. A higher field strength allows higher-
resolution T2-weighted images and faster dynamic images to be
obtained with a higher signal-to-noise ratio and more spatial
resolution when compared with 1.5 T MRI.[33] Sosna et al[34]

found that the image quality at 3.0 T without an endorectal coil
was comparable with that at 1.5 T with an endorectal coil.
Therefore, to take full advantage of the benefits of high field
strength, improved acquisition techniques are required.
Heterogeneity could also be generated by other related factors,

including the technical characteristics of DCE-MRI scanning and
the pathologic reference standard. First, the scanning protocols
and measurements implemented by different companies vary



Figure 4. Forest plots showing SMD (with 95% CI) for Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values between PCa and noncancerous PZ tissue in a random-effects model. Kep=
reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and plasma, Ktrans= forward volume transfer constant, PCa= prostate cancer, PZ= peripheral zone, SMD
= standardized mean difference, Ve= the fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of tissue.
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significantly, and there are as yet no standardized DCE-MRI
techniques. Second, some studies were based on TRUS-Bx as the
standard of reference rather than whole-mount prostatectomy
specimens. The prediction of final histologic grades based on
TRUS-Bx has been questioned in some reports.[14] Due to
sampling error, the properties of tissue collected by biopsy may
not accurately reflect the tissue properties found after radical
prostatectomy.[35] Sampling error and misregistration might lead
to confusion between cancerous and noncancerous tissues. Small
cancer foci may be missed and there is the possibility of a false-
negative diagnosis. In addition, it was difficult to correlate the
MR images with the histologic results from biopsy in an accurate
manner. A study by Kozlowski et al[21] reported that 41 of 177
negative biopsies were identified as false-positive on MRI. Taken
together, studies in the present meta-analysis may have adopted
different reference standards, used different methodologies and
operative techniques, and measured different outcomes; further,
other as yet unknown factors might have also contributed to the
significant between-study heterogeneity. Pooling of data using the
7

random-effects model might reduce the effect of heterogeneity,
but does not eliminate it.
After the sensitivity analyses, we found that the value of Ve in

the differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous PZ tissue was
unstable. Most of the studies included in our meta-analysis
showed that the Ve value was not significant in differential
diagnosis. Nevertheless, a small number of studies[14,16,17] have
suggested that the Ve value can differentiate between PCa and
noncancerous PZ tissue, thus influencing the final comprehensive
effect value. There are some reasons for these inconsistent
findings. The report by Padhani et al[14] was the earliest
evaluation of the clinical value of the quantitative parameters
of DCE-MRI in PCa. However, application of the scanning
sequence parameters, the examination technique used, and the
postprocessing software needed improvement, which accounts
for why this study and the follow-up studies have had such
variable outcomes. Another study by Li et al[16] showed that the
Ve value could differentiate between PCa and noncancerous PZ
tissue, but this may be attributable to the fact that the PCa group

http://www.md-journal.com


[11,12]

Figure 5. Forest plots showing SMD (with 95% CI) for Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values between PCa and noncancerous CG tissue in a random-effects model. CG =
central gland, Kep= reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and plasma, Ktrans= forward volume transfer constant, PCa= prostate cancer, SMD=
standardized mean difference, Ve= the fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of tissue.
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in that study had a Gleason score of ≥7, which indicates a
comparatively high grade of malignancy and would result in
significantly higher values in PCa. Thus, the difference in the Ve

value between PCa and noncancerous PZ tissue was more
significant. There are reports in the literature of higher-grade
cancers having greater microvessel density,[36,37] and these
support the above speculation. Cai et al[17] suggested that the
significant Ve value found in their study could be explained by
recruitment of a large number of patients with advanced PCa
and the fact that their lesions had larger extravascular and
extracellular volumes when compared with lesions at any earlier
stage. Therefore, further studies including larger samples are
needed to confirm the diagnostic value of Ve for PCa and
noncancerous PZ tissue.
In our study, the Ktrans and Kep values were significantly higher

in PCa than in noncancerous PZ tissue, which is in agreement
with most reports in the literature.[14–17,21,22,24,26–29] However,
some studies have reported different results. Langer et al[23,25]

found no significant difference in the Ktrans value between PCa
and noncancerous PZ tissue and mentioned several possible
reasons for this inconsistent result. First, the discrepancy may
have been partially attributable to calculation of the median
rather than the mean; median values avoid bias resulting from
rapidly enhancing portions of tumor tissue. Second, the study
restricted normal data to voxels within the regions of interest in
normal PZ tissue. Further, the radiologist transferred the regions
of interest on MRI without consulting the pathologist.
There have been conflicting reports in the literature as to

whether the quantitative parameters of DCE-MRI are also able to
8

differentiate PCa from benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH).
Our meta-analysis showed that the Ktrans and Kep values were
significant in the differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous
CG tissue, but the Ve value was not significant. Subgroup
analyses revealed no significant differences in the ability of Ktrans

and Kep values to differentiate PCa and noncancerous CG tissue
in Whites, when a magnetic field strength of 1.5 T was used, or
when a Siemens machine was used (Table 4). We speculate that
the reason for this finding is related to the overlap of cancer foci
and angiogenesis of hyperplastic nodules. Angiogenesis is not a
constant feature of all cancers, especially small ones, and not all
angiogenesis is due to cancer, but can also be caused by BPH and
high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia.[38] An overlap of
the microvessel density counts between PCa and noncancerous
BPH has also been observed.[14,15,39] Although the usefulness of
Ktrans and Kep values for differentiating PCa from noncancerous
CG tissue is controversial, this meta-analysis confirms their value
in differential diagnosis; the results are highly stable and may
have a pathologic basis, given that the vessel density in PCa is
twice that in BPH nodules, and the distribution of the vessels is
not uniform.[40] Most studies included in our meta-analysis
reported that the Ve value was not significant in the differential
diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous CG tissue, but a few
studies[21,24,30] have reported different results. Xu et al[30]

reported that the Ve value was significantly higher in PCa than in
hyperplastic tissues; in that study, the increased amount of
contrast medium entering the extravascular and extracellular
spaces, which leads to an increase in the Ve value, may have been
caused by increased permeability of the tumor tissue and the



Table 4

Subgroup analyses for the Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values of DCE-MRI in the differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous tissue.

Cancerous vs noncancerous PZ Cancerous vs noncancerous CG

SMD 95% CI P SMD 95% CI P

Ktrans

Ethnicity
Whites 1.03 (0.26, 1.80) 0.008 0.60 (�0.29, 1.50) 0.19
Asians 2.19 (1.42, 2.95) <0.00001 1.76 (0.92, 2.59) <0.00001

Machine type
Siemens 2.02 (0.55, 3.49) 0.007 0.92 (�1.09, 2.94) 0.37
GE 1.44 (0.40, 2.47) 0.006 1.45 (1.17, 1.74) <0.00001
Philips 1.28 (0.49, 2.08) 0.002 0.99 (0.38, 1.59) 0.001

Field strength
1.5T 0.93 (0.25, 1.60) 0.007 0.63 (�0.31, 1.58) 0.19
3.0T 2.13 (1.24, 3.01) <0.00001 1.74 (0.86, 2.63) <0.00001

Kep
Ethnicity
Whites 0.75 (0.41, 1.08) 0.0001 0.08 (�0.50, 0.65) 0.80
Asians 1.64 (1.03, 2.25) <0.00001 1.94 (1.23, 2.65) <0.00001

Machine type
Siemens 1.50 (0.10, 2.91) 0.04 1.01 (�0.81, 2.84) 0.28
GE 1.27 (0.74, 1.79) <0.00001 2.29 (0.67, 3.92) 0.006
Philips 1.42 (0.62, 2.22) 0.0005 1.28 (0.65, 1.90) <0.00001

Field strength
1.5T 1.19 (0.47, 1.91) 0.001 0.79 (�0.59, 2.17) 0.26
3.0T 1.50 (0.86, 2.14) <0.00001 2.10 (1.13, 3.08) <0.00001

Ve
Ethnicity
Whites 0.22 (�0.40, 0.84) 0.48 �0.66 (�1.23, �0.09) 0.02
Asians 1.33 (0.52, 2.14) 0.001 0.00 (�1.50, 1.49) 1.00

Machine type
Siemens 0.91 (�0.08, 1.89) 0.07 0.03 (�0.30, 0.35) 0.86
GE 0.42 (�0.34, 1.18) 0.28 �0.61 (�2.32, 1.09) 0.48
Philips 1.45 (�1.14, 4.05) 0.27 0.34 (�0.23, 0.92) 0.24

Field strength
1.5T 0.69 (�0.29, 1.68) 0.17 �1.12 (�2.39, 0.16) 0.09
3.0T 0.74 (0.05, 1.43) 0.03 0.32 (�0.67, 1.31) 0.53

CG= central gland, CI= confidence interval, Kep= reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and plasma, Ktrans= forward volume transfer constant, PZ=peripheral zone, SMD= standardized mean
difference, Ve= the fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of tissue.
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difference in concentration of the contrast medium between that
in the blood vessels and that in the extracellular space, which
induces the migration of contrast medium through the vascular
wall. This conclusion is similar to that of Cornud et al.[41] It is
somewhat surprising that Kozlowski et al[21,24] and Chen et al[26]
Figure 6. Funnel plot for the Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values of DCE-MRI in the differential
(B). CG = central gland, DCE-MRI = dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonan
plasma, Ktrans= forward volume transfer constant, PCa = prostate cancer, PZ = pe
tissue.

9

found the Ve value to be significantly lower in PCa than in
noncancerous CG tissue. These 3 reports are somewhat difficult
to explain based on our knowledge. Therefore, further studies
that include large prospective samples are needed to confirm the
clinical value of Ve.
diagnosis of PCa from noncancerous PZ tissue (A) and noncancerous CG tissue
ce imaging, Kep= reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and
ripheral zone, Ve= the fractional volume of extracellular space per unit volume of

http://www.md-journal.com


[7] Tofts PS, Brix G, Buckley DL, et al. Estimating kinetic parameters from

Table 5

The results of Begg test and Egger of the Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values in the differential diagnosis of PCa and noncancerous tissue.

Cancerous vs noncancerous PZ Cancerous vs noncancerous CG

P value P value

Begg test Egger test Begg test Egger test

Ktrans 0.127 0.135 0.536 0.345
Kep 0.266 0.194 0.806 0.627
Ve 0.161 0.115 0.548 0.538

CG= central gland, Kep= reverse reflux rate constant between extracellular space and plasma, Ktrans= forward volume transfer constant, PZ=peripheral zone, Ve= the fractional volume of extracellular space per
unit volume of tissue.

Gao et al. Medicine (2016) 95:52 Medicine
The current study, to our knowledge, is the first meta-analysis
to evaluate the clinical value of quantitative parameters of DCE-
MRI in PCa and noncancerous tissues. First, we evaluated the
performance of Ktrans, Kep, and Ve values in the differential
diagnosis of PCa. Second, the noncancerous area, according to
the anatomy of the prostate, was divided into noncancerous PZ
tissue and noncancerous CG tissue, and the diagnostic value of
Ktrans, Kep, and Ve was compared between these 2 areas and PCa
tissue.
There are a few limitations to this meta-analysis. First, several

of the included studies contained relatively few patients, which
may have limited the strength of our conclusions. Second,
although a comprehensive literature search was performed using
several authoritative databases while neglecting gray literature
and papers not published in English or Chinese, this approach
might have introduced potential publication bias. Finally, the
lack of a standard protocol for DCE-MRI and differences
between different research centers with regard to postprocessing
software, acquisition sequence, contrast injection, and the
method used to calculate arterial input function could lead to
inconsistent results. However, DCE-MRI is based on compart-
mental pharmacokinetic models of tracer kinetics, and the
present study evaluated differences in the quantitative parameters
of DCE-MRI between PCa and noncancerous tissue and did not
compare the results obtained using different methodologies.
Thus, the influence of the above factors would be relatively
limited in the present meta-analysis.
5. Conclusion

This meta-analysis shows that Ktrans and Kep values are reliable
parameters for differentiating PCa from noncancerous tissue. The
Ve value is not helpful in distinguishing PCa from noncancerous
CG tissue, and its ability to differentiate between PCa and
noncancerous PZ tissue remains uncertain.
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